
For the curious: here's why I resigned from admin and left the Paranoia 

community.  

 

Back in Fall 2015 I joined a TTT server that was fuckin awesome, called 

Joseph’s Vanilla TTT. I made some friends and enemies and I’m a large 

part of why the community’s split.  

 

There're three key players here: a girl named 2OP4U, a dude named 

Gucci, and my boyfriend, Unit One ♥ 

 

August 2015 - Decemberish 2015 

Joseph’s TTT and Felkin’s TTT 

 

2OP4U and I arrived on the server around the same time, August 2015 

or so, and within no time we were both making loads of friends. I 

started crushing on a dude (Unit One), which was weird for me because 

I hadn’t had feelings for another person like that in a while. When 

peeps were joking around asking me whose babies I wanted to have, I 

let slip with “Unit One,” and pretty soon 2OP was pming me saying that 

he was hers and that she wanted me to back off. She was pretty polite 

other than calling herself a yandere so I was like shit man, alright.  

 

Still, I kept talking to him and he and I hit it off really well, to the point 

that 2OP started getting jealous. I mean if you know her, you know that 

doesn’t take much. She started doing shit like trying to set me up with 

other players and flirting with Unit in front of me, which was so fucking 



annoying that I decided to remove him and try to get over the crush 

the hardcore way. Ironically 2OP’s response to this was “no don’t do 

that he’s going to blame me for driving you away!!” which was fucking 

weird. I guess I was supposed to stay friends with him while constantly 

making it clear that we were Just Friends or some shit, just to make her 

happy.  

 

About two agonizing days later, a Good Friend hit me up and told me I 

had a chance with the guy. I started getting the idea that maybe 2OP 

hadn’t told me the whole truth and Unit was actually available. So I 

readded him, feeling scared af that he wouldn’t add me back, and then 

he did, and I announced my crush on him, he announced that he was 

interested in someone else, and our friendship continued.  

 

Naturally 2OP was still paranoid, to the point where Unit started 

getting fucked up about it, and pretty soon we were both strategizing 

together on how we could have a normal friendship without her 

murdering us in a yandere rage. Also he would tell me about their 

relationship, but contrary to what you might expect, I didn’t try to drive 

any sort of wedge between them so I could claim him as my own. 

Rather, I remember him telling me that he was upset because he’d 

learned that she wanted to smoke weed, which was a dealbreaker for 

him. And my reaction was, “Shit, you should remind her that she 

shouldn’t do that or she’ll lose you. I don’t like the idea of her losing 

you over a mistake like that.” Cuz I’m soft like that.  

 



So let’s talk about Gucci. Gucci was in the same position as me: 

crushing hard on 2OP and spending all his time with her, even after 

being rejected. Difference was, she’d really fucked him. He was the 

server playboy, so she told him to stop flirting with any other girl for at 

least two weeks (maybe more?) to prove his loyalty. And he did, and 

then she made up her mind that she liked Unit instead, and rejected 

him. Fuckin’ destroyed. 

 

Adding to the ridiculousness of the situation, Unit really didn’t give a 

shit about the fact that 2OP and Gucci were hanging out constantly, 

whereas 2OP was paranoid af that I was gonna steal her man or 

whatever. Also, while I was making no attempt to undermine their 

relationship, Gucci and his friends slandered Unit to try and make 2OP 

think he was lying to her, to the point where she didn’t know which 

side to believe. They also tried to exaggerate my involvement with Unit 

to make her feel even more paranoid about me. One of them flat-out 

told her that Unit and I were skyping nonstop, which was especially 

fucked up because we hadn’t even added each other yet and he had no 

reason to believe that we had. It was just a complete invention to try 

and fuck with her. That said, when we did add each other on Skype, she 

noticed because she saw the number of friends we each had go up at 

the same time. Fuckin’ wild, a true yandere.  

 

So obviously at this point Unit wasn’t real psyched about Gucci’s 

bullshit, but he knew that pushing Gucci away from 2OP would fuck 

things up because Gucci was the only one who was capable of helping 



her with her depression. So he figured his relationship with her was 

hecked and started working towards breaking up with her (although 

they were never officially dating). And I just want to emphasize all of 

this again, because later Gucci and 2OP made the official statement 

that Unit had cheated on her with me. What’s closer to the truth is that 

2OP was paranoid af and Gucci and his friends encouraged that 

paranoia to try to get her to break up with Unit, because they didn’t 

like him. Dicks. 

 

So Unit broke up with 2OP by pointing out that the relationship was 

fucked in the long-term, since she’d be going to college for four years. 

She understood that, and Unit was pretty psyched about he and I being 

able to play together normally without people getting upset—and then 

2OP decided that it was all because of me and started hating me. Like 

legit, she started messaging me and it went down like:  

 

DictatorHitler ✝: You're a big fat ugly liar as well. 

DictatorHitler ✝: Have fun with the guy who told me you weren't even 

pretty. 

BugGirl93: apparently he changed his mind 

DictatorHitler ✝: how'd you seduce him? 

BugGirl93: axe deodorant 

DictatorHitler ✝: smells like bitch 

BugGirl93: okay that was rude 

 



and other highlights include, because I still can’t get over this even 

after almost two years:  

 

DictatorHitler ✝: didn't he say he wanted me happy? 

DictatorHitler ✝: i'll be happy when i see him unhappy c: 

DictatorHitler ✝: now make me laugh, have you guys video skyped 

yet? 

DictatorHitler ✝: are your moans cuter than mine? is that it? 

DictatorHitler ✝: was your body nicer? because he told me you 

weighed less so you most certainly won't have one. 

DictatorHitler ✝: does he call you princess? 

BugGirl93: geez lady 

 

and 

 

BugGirl93: good luck with this whole revenge thing 

DictatorHitler ✝: who said its revenge? 

DictatorHitler ✝: you like games right? 

BugGirl93: everybody needs a hobby, I guess 

DictatorHitler ✝: this is one i like to play 

DictatorHitler ✝: its called, kill or be killed c: 

DictatorHitler ✝: guess what the objective is 

BugGirl93: I think it's called overestimating the impact you're having on 

things 

DictatorHitler ✝: wrongg 

DictatorHitler ✝: guess again sweet dear buggirl 



 

So like, if you’ve ever wondered what happens when someone sexually 

identifies as a yandere, it basically looks like that.  

 

So now we get into the less fun stuff. Gucci made a new server for 2OP 

to play on without Unit and I making her depressed af. A couple weeks 

later in October, Joseph’s went down (rest in peace you beautiful 

bastard). Gucci posted on the goodbye thread that his server would be 

a home for everyone, which was kinda complicated because obviously 

Unit and I going there would’ve been a problem for 2OP. I talked to 

Gucci about it and he was open to the idea of me playing when 2OP 

wasn’t on. Unit, meanwhile, had no intention of playing on Gucci’s 

server anyway, even if it was our only option, and before long it was a 

moot point because Gucci elected to ban us both permanently. While 

still trying to gather all of the Joseph’s community (and our friends) to 

his server that he could. Sigh.  

 

Unit and I played on Felkin’s server for a while; he was another Joe’s 

vet, and some members of the Joe’s community were there as well, so 

it felt a little familiar. Turns out Gucci didn’t like that the Joe’s 

community was split, and when Felkin passed the server on to 

someone else, Gucci contacted them saying it would be a good idea for 

the server to become part of his network. The new owner agreed, and 

the server was absorbed. 

 



So after that, Unit and I gave up on TTT and the friends we’d made and 

focused on our lives and our relationship, visiting each other when we 

could and coping with the long distance otherwise, and falling way, 

wayyy deep in love. These days I’m living with him and it’s fucking 

awesome, so just so you know this story doesn’t have a shitty ending 

or anything. Well, other than me deciding to abandon the entire Joe’s 

Community Fiasco. Just saying, I got something fucking amazing out of 

all this.  

 

Gucci and 2OP got together as well, near the end of 2015. And they 

made a post called The Story of Us on their forums, detailing the tragic 

backstory of their network, including the part where (not naming 

names) Unit cheated on 2OP with “another girl on the server.” 

Obviously people familiar with the situation knew who they meant. 

There’s one fucking quote from that post that is burned into my brain, 

where 2OP says “He told me I was beautiful, but behind my back I’m 

sure he was telling someone else the same damn thing.” The irony of 

this is not lost on me, because I distinctly remember a conversation 

between Unit and I where he said “2OP doesn’t believe me when I tell 

her she’s beautiful” and I was like “well you don’t believe her when she 

says you’re hot right? so you guys basically have the same problem” 

and like. Yup, you’re right. He was telling you, AND me, that you’re 

beautiful. I’m sorry you think he cheated, and thanks for spreading that 

shit to all my former friends on a server I was banned from, you 

motherfucker.  

 



It’s also fucking sad because I was popular on Joe’s, and I sort of 

believed that if people knew I was banned, they’d riot or some shit. 

Guess not, huh.  

 

June 2016 - June 2017 

Paranoia TTT 

 

Then Dark Redemption started Paranoia TTT. (Side note: 2OP actually 

believes that the name is a jab at her rather than a reference to the 

nature of TTT, which is ironically paranoid of her.) He invited Unit and I 

to play on there with our friends again, which was dank. Dark intended 

for Paranoia to serve as a bridge for the Joseph’s community to help 

every Joe’s Vet get along, which was a great idea that might’ve actually 

worked if I hadn’t been involved.  

 

I applied for t-mod in July, which was a big leap for me and required a 

bit of encouragement from Unit (I was scared of fucking something up). 

As a result of me getting it, 2OP decided that Gucci’s and Paranoia 

weren’t friends anymore–something she decided to announce on a 

random-ass ban thread.  

 

Basically we banned a toxic-ass fucker on Paranoia, the guy went to 

Gucci’s, got banned there too, and made an appeal. Our mods 

commented on the appeal like “That feel when you try to ban appeal 

on a server only to find out that it’s best buds with another server you 

were banned on.” 2OP felt the need to step in and make it clear that 



this was not the case. The way she described it was, “We have told you 

countless times that our servers are not affiliated,” which was a 

straight-up lie that regardless made it pretty clear how she felt about 

us. Gucci made zero attempt to contradict her, but he didn’t back her 

up either, and neither did anybody else. It was pretty much just her 

single-handedly attempting to drive a rift between the two servers on 

the basis of her dislike for me.  

 

While Paranoia staff were discussing this bullshit, I got to learn that she 

still hated me, was still not over Unit, and would get jealous af when 

she saw me playing Steam games with him. And apparently, she’d 

talked shit about me to her staff, but that’s something I’ve never been 

able to properly confirm.  

 

So that was the start of bad Paranoia/Gucci relations (although 

considering that Gucci never formally recognized us as a friendly 

server, it’s debatable that we ever had good relations to begin with).  

 

Still, in early 2017, 2OP and Gucci had broken up and Paranoia staff 

were starting to get the idea that with her out of the picture, there was 

nothing stopping us from a positive relationship. I added Gucci, he 

unbanned Unit and I, and we had an oddly heartfelt conversation in 

which he said, and I fucking quote:  

 

[GG] GucciCarry: I don't really know where to start with this but as you 

know Jade and I broke up. I just first want to start off by apologizing for 



you and Unit being banned on my network. As you probably knew it 

wasn't my intention to begin with. The entire time Jade wanted it 

done. A lot of decisions if I went against her it would cause us to fight. I 

don't know if my apology means a lot but I'm sorry to both you and 

Unit because you 2 didn't do anything to get banned. I just never could 

get Jade to agree with it fully. I got tired of her treating me the way she 

was doing. I was pretty much being emotionally abused the entire time 

I really can't go into much details about it because the thought of it 

hurts. I understand if you guys dont touch the servers because it'd 

probably be awkward but I figured since shes out of the picture its time 

to fix things between the network. 

 

And I responded to this with my own olive branch, and we had an 

oddly friendly conversation in which we reminisced about how much 

we both missed Joseph’s and both wanted the community to come 

back together again. I really thought shit was gonna be okay at that 

point. And I even went out of my way to try to stick up for Gucci on his 

profile when that dumbass Rage and his friends started trying to fuck 

with him, which made them start to attack me as well, and resulted in 

them posting on Paranoia’s forums and getting themselves banned 

from our server. Sounds like the start of a beautiful friendship between 

Gucci and I, maybe? 

 

Then 2OP started coming back into the picture, and Gucci removed me 

from his friends list with zero warning. Try and imagine for a moment 

how fucking stupid I felt. I had the crystal clear mental image of me 

http://paranoiattt.site.nfoservers.com/forums/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=1085


jumping in front of this dense motherfucker and taking a hail of bullets 

for him, landing at his feet only for him to wander off because 

something else had attracted his interest. It was at that point that I 

realized that my well-being was of absolutely no consequence to him, 

which is a good fucking thing to know about a person, but I didn’t 

appreciate finding out like that.  

 

Turns out he’d sent me a message on his forums telling me to keep his 

stealth-removal a secret from other people, because he didn’t want 

them to get upset or know 2OP was up to shit again. And he said that 

he was sure I understood why it was necessary, because 2OP didn’t 

want me on his friends list. I didn’t see that until later, and frankly 

when I did I just found his message all the more infuriating. In the end, 

he added me back, and said that I’d never done anything wrong to him 

personally and that he wouldn’t remove me again.  

 

And then he removed me again. And again, he didn’t say a fucking 

word to me about it, he just did it.  

 

Then, some span of time later, who should add me on Steam but 2OP. 

She wanted relationship advice and closure after what happened on 

Joe’s. She apologized for being an asshole to me, and I set out with the 

intention of helping her out however I could. This caused Gucci to 

re-add me, and pretty soon I was third-wheeling on their relationship.  

 



That said, my initial good intentions towards 2OP evaporated pretty 

fucking fast as she started to lie about how Gucci treated her. Suffice to 

say, I already knew some of the details on why they’d broken up 

previously, and I knew that she’d been abusive as fuck to him. Gucci 

confirmed it for me by giving me further details on her abusive 

behavior; meanwhile 2OP was trying to make it sound like he was the 

abusive one.  

 

In no time I’d stopped trusting her at all and was focused on getting 

Gucci away from her. And Gucci seemed to want the same thing. But 

now I have no fucking idea what he’s about, and I think he was just 

humoring me all along or agreeing to get away from her because he’s a 

people-pleaser like that.  

 

He told me that he was breaking up with her, that he’d had enough 

and knew she was bad for him etc etc. And I’d give him advice and he’d 

agree with it and say it was helping him. After the (fucking messy) 

breakup she removed everyone from her profile and made it private, 

and when she brought it back, it was covered in shit about Gucci being 

her boyfriend. I had no fucking clue what this was supposed to mean, 

but I figured it was just her bullshitting until a friend pointed out that 

she’d added one of Gucci’s steam alts. Once I’d confirmed that it was 

him I confronted him, and he said “I have many alts, Blink” like that 

was supposed to throw me off. I said “I hope she eats you alive :3” and 

removed him.  

 



So that pissed him off, and this is where shit gets even more fucking 

annoying for me. He brought back that fucking Story of Us post, the 

one that made Unit and I sound like cheaters. I took offense to that and 

wrote a post on his forums in response saying "Don't believe 

everything you read." Gucci got reaaaaal fucking mad about that, and 

this is where I learned that the whole “I only banned you because of 

2OP” thing was total bullshit. Turned out he’d hated me all along, and I 

just hadn’t noticed. Turned out that back on Joe’s I’d treated him like 

shit and tried to drive him out of the community. Turned out he’d tried 

to like me but he couldn’t quite manage it after what I’d done. Turned 

out 2OP was only half the reason he’d banned me; the other half was 

him hating me for how I’d acted towards him on Joe’s, and he’d had 

me banned on his server even before Joe’s went down. Now maybe I’m 

just a fucking dumbass but I didn’t remember it that way at all, and I’d 

certainly never tried to push him out of Joe’s consciously. So this came 

as quite the surprise. 

 

Gucci talked to me personally and tried to say that everything that’d 

happened was behind us and mutually forgiven, that he’d brought up 

past shit out of anger over my post and that he hadn’t meant it. I, 

meanwhile, was very, very fucked up about having only just learned 

why I’d really been banned, and I felt real fucking depressed and stupid 

for thinking that it was just a 2OP thing. For months I’d felt locked out 

of the community and felt like my friends were having fun on Gucci’s 

server without me, but I also felt guilty because of course 2OP would 

feel shitty over her crush dating someone else. And I’d sort of hoped 



that with 2OP gone there’d be no problem and I could play on the 

server normally with whoever still remembered me. But learning that 

Gucci was on the “Ban Blink” train made me feel like a fucking dumbass 

for ever thinking shit could be okay, and at that point my interest in 

playing on a server owned by someone who’d banned me out of hatred 

had zero appeal. So communication broke down. 

 

I should note here that communication also broke down because Dark 

wanted Gucci to make a public apology for banning Unit and I and then 

smearing us as cheaters who deserved the ban, but Gucci was against 

that because he thought it would cause more drama. Fuck closure, 

amiright? 

 

Gucci bringing back the Story of Us post turned into him bringing back 

2OP as his girlfriend, which was pretty much expected.  

 

By this point I was starting to feel like I had a bad reputation on 

Paranoia as a source of drama. It was a combination of me having 

volatile arguments with other staff members, and being the First to 

Know about any Gucci-related bullshit, not to mention that I’d failed to 

properly make up with Gucci and any tension between the servers was 

bad for players that wanted to play on both. And it was pretty much 

the same shitty “I’m the reason for this” feeling I’d felt when 2OP’s 

relationship with Unit got fucked, and when Gucci made a new server 

for her which started to divide the Joe’s community and potentially 

contributed to Joe’s shutting down, and when my getting t-mod made 



Paranoia/Gucci relations start to dip, making it impossible for Dark’s 

“bridge between the communities” plan to work out. On top of that, I 

was sensitive to even a hint of wrongdoing on my part after everything 

that happened, and as guilty as I felt I didn’t want to hear shit about 

how I should apologize to someone after being fucking permabanned 

by them from a community I’d once belonged to. So when people said 

shit like “You should’ve pm’d Gucci about the Story of Us post instead 

of making a public post in response” I couldn’t find it in myself to agree 

or give a shit about what they said. The post he’d made about me 

being a cheater had been public for fucking months, so I didn’t see why 

mine couldn’t be too.  

 

So I guess my guilt over being the cause of Every Bad Thing, plus any 

hint by other people that I needed to somehow try to make things right 

with people that had badly fucked me over, started getting under my 

skin. And people didn’t fuck off about it either. It got to the point 

where a mutual friend wanted me to stop doing shit they didn’t like in 

order to try to avoid the two servers from becoming flat-out hostile 

because I was a Paranoia admin now, and I, meanwhile, was at the 

point where I’d about stopped giving a shit how Gucci and Co felt. 

Apparently 2OP didn’t like it when I changed her profile to look 

somewhat like hers (and yes, I did get the idea from her profile), 

because a mutual friend of ours messaged me about it asking me to 

stop viewing her profile at all so she wouldn’t feel paranoid. Sure, why 

not. Apparently, my making her feel paranoid had the potential to fuck 

things up for everyone, but again: I was past caring.  



 

Then I added someone Gucci didn’t like, an enemy of his that had been 

an admin for his network. Gucci’d made a post about the guy saying 

that he was spreading lies and even making death threats, and I 

wanted to know what the fuck he was lying about now, so I added the 

guy and got the truth from him. Apparently my adding the guy drove 

them fucking crazy or something, because shit escalated, Gucci didn’t 

want his staff playing on Paranoia (which was obviously a problem for 

Joe’s Vets who still wanted to play on both servers), I started to 

seriously believe that one of my friends was going to literally kill 

themselves over this, and that same fucking mutual friend said 

something sarcastic along the lines of “wow it takes a death threat for 

you to stop causing drama and shit,” and that’s when I was goddamn 

done. I resigned from admin on the spot, and two days later I’d left 

Paranoia and I’m finally starting to remember what it’s like not to be a 

scapegoat for an entire fucking community. And it’s sad because Joe’s 

was the first community where I felt like I belonged. Obviously shit 

ain’t like that now.  

 

So yeah. Fuck this! 

 

- Blink 

 

PS: For anyone concerned about me after reading this, know that I’m 

perfectly fine. I’m living happily with Unit, I’ve got a fresh new 

Bachelor’s in Computer Science from UVA, and I have other hobbies 



and games to busy myself with until I get a job (like HunieCam Studio!). 

I’m also starting to feel better and more like my old self every day, now 

that I don’t have to deal with other people and their weird-ass bullshit. 

I’m sorry for leaving everything behind so abruptly the way I did, but it 

really did hit the point where I couldn’t take it anymore, especially 

once it became life-or-death. Heh. 

 

It feels so good to be on my own again.  


